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Drawing from over 15 years of experience and active market knowledge, Paul is an industry expert
in Melbourne property. As the founder and managing director of Secret Agent since 2008, Paul has
advised on over a billion dollars' worth of commercial and residential real estate.
Paul is a licensed estate agent and his expertise spans across residential and commercial property,
investment and development projects. He is also a regular commentator on property issues and has
been featured in the Financial Review, The Australian, The Age, Herald Sun, 3AW and ABC.
FEATURED PURCHASES

19 Andrew Street, Windsor

101 Thomson Street, Northcote

7 Hargreaves Street, Fitzroy

148 Pigdon Street, Carlton North

94 Richardson Street, Albert Park

2 Yarra Bank Court, Abbotsford

HAPPY CLIENTS

"When dealing with real estate, peace of mind and confidence
is priceless, and Paul & Co provide that in spades. If it is your
first time in the market, or if you are an experienced veteran,
you will know that Paul's expertise and personality is a rare
find in the Australian property game. I enthusiastically endorse
Secret Agent, as long as they still have time for us on our next
purchase."
Jeremy

"Paul's intimate knowledge of Melbourne and honed
appreciation of property intangibles underpins an advocacy
service that sits well above those who do little more than
ride spreadsheets. After a broad sweep of the advisors in
the market and many underwhelming weekends inspecting
property I can confirm that Secret Agent delivers serious value
- I would not go to market without them in my corner again!"
Margaret
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Click on any image to view the original post online.
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Houses about the $1 million mark face highly contested
auctions in Melbourne
Apr 10, 2017

Chris Tolhurst
Contributor

35 Railway Place, Williamstown sold for $1.29 million on Saturday.

Tap here for Saturday’s auction results
Tap here for the Market Snapshot
Not a single bid for Brighton mansion at auction a�er heavy discount
Houses that sell for $900,000 to $1.5 million are a prime indicator in Melbourne’s real estate market – and
dozens of homes in this range sold for strong prices at the weekend.
There’s a large supply of properties in the sub-$1.5 million category, from four-bedroom brick veneer
homes on 700 square metres in the middle-ring suburbs to compact cottages in the inner city.
Since Melbourne’s market growth spurt kicked o� four-and-a-half years ago, this price bracket has
proved highly resilient. And it was certainly a contested category at the weekend when the Domain

Overseas investors, frustrated at CBD shortages, are turning their gaze to the high streets of suburbs
such as Armadale.
Business

Overseas investors’ gaze
shifts from CBD to suburbs
Olga Galacho, Herald Sun
March 21, 2017 9:00pm
Subscriber only

“AGGRESSIVE” international buyers frustrated at the shortage of CBD stock are
taking on smaller investors for assets in the suburbs, according to agents.
Offshore buyers have typically spent up to $20 million outside the city but many are now
lowering their sights to assets in the $1 million bracket.
That’s putting them in direct competition with local buyers who use their self-managed
superannuation funds to invest in commercial property, agents have said.
“Offshore investors are now on to pretty much anything in Melbourne,” according to Teska
Carson’s Anthony Choi.

